Excavation Effects on Reinforced Concrete Pile Foundations: A Numerical Analysis
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Abstract: The intricacies of foundation pit engineering often result in alterations to the surrounding environment, posing potential threats to the safe operation of nearby buildings and pile foundations. This study employs finite element numerical simulation to scrutinize the influence of vacuum pre-loading pressure, preloading duration, excavation slope ratio, excavation duration, and retaining pile wall depth on the stress and deformation of existing plain concrete pile foundations. The findings reveal that the impacts of excavation are primarily absorbed by both proximal and distal piles in relation to the pit. Moreover, elevating vacuum preloading pressure and extending the preloading duration during dewatering can lead to increased internal forces and displacement of the piles. Changes in excavation slope ratio exhibit minimal effects, while prolonged excavation duration can shift internal forces from predominantly positive to negative, with negligible impact on horizontal displacement. Importantly, augmenting the depth of the retaining pile wall embedding effectively mitigates the effects of pit excavation.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, composite foundations have gained widespread application in engineering, attributed to their efficacy in augmenting foundation-bearing capacity [1] and resistance to deformation [2,3]. Particularly in soft soil regions, the utilization of composite ground stands out as a prevalent strategy to enhance overall foundation performance. Plain concrete piles emerge as a pivotal method for foundation treatment, owing to their cost-effectiveness and versatility [4]. Nevertheless, practical engineering implementation of this method encounters challenges [5], including intricate geological conditions, excavation effects, economic feasibility, and construction complexities.

The excavation of foundation pits is a commonplace construction activity in urban development; at each stage, it often brings vibrations and displacements to surrounding buildings [6], frequently encompassing dewatering and soil mass excavation. This process induces alterations in groundwater levels and stress redistribution [7] within the soil. These changes wield a substantial impact on the composite ground, causing heightened soil deformation, influencing the interaction between piles and soil, reducing bearing capacity, and, ultimately, resulting in foundation deformation and damage. Vacuum preloading is a commonly employed method for dewatering foundation pits, offering advantages such as high dewatering efficiency and reduced soil settlement [8]. However, it inevitably causes disturbances to the surrounding environment. The impact of vacuum...
preloading on the surrounding environment primarily manifests in two aspects: the horizontal displacement of soil outside the reinforced area leading to damage in the surrounding soil, and the lowering of groundwater levels due to vacuum preloading construction, resulting in the uneven settlement of the surrounding soil. The existence of the vacuum preloading influence zone has gained extensive attention from scholars. Most studies have focused on the extent of the influence of vacuum preloading [9] and protective measures. The magnitude of the impact of vacuum preloading on the surrounding environment is not only related to soil properties and vacuum degree [10] but also to the sealing performance of the membrane [11], vacuum preloading duration, and other factors. The research findings of numerous scholars are not consistent. The excavation of foundation pits, as a major factor inducing disasters such as decreased bearing capacity and soil instability in foundation pit engineering, has attracted extensive discussions among scholars. To investigate the impact of excavation on the surrounding environment, Wang et al. [12] conducted physical model experiments using a top-tube well foundation pit, analyzing the stress and deformation characteristics of support structures during dewatering and excavation. They found that the main factor affecting the deformation of support structures is the transition from dewatering to excavation. Gao et al. [13], through analyzing monitoring data from the excavation of an underground diaphragm wall, discovered that the surface settlement around the circular underground diaphragm wall is primarily influenced by the excavation depth. Wang et al. [14] found in the analysis of excavation disturbance on a subway crossing with a cross-shaped deep foundation pit that the interaction between the cross-shaped intersection structure and the surrounding soil is affected by the repeated unloading disturbance during excavation, soil arching effects, and changes in boundary conditions. The horizontal displacement of the retaining structure and surface settlement differed significantly from the observations of single-pit excavation. Lei et al. [15], through their study on the deformation characteristics of railway embankments near a group of excavated foundation pits, found that increasing the number of pits, reducing the distance between adjacent pits, and reducing the distance between the pits and the railway embankment can result in excessive settlement and the horizontal deformation of the embankment. In the process of excavation affecting the adjacent existing road embankment, deformation is initially caused by the excavation of the pit itself [16], followed by the deformation of the adjacent surface, adjacent existing roads, and neighboring buildings. Dmochowsk et al. [17] also introduced some solutions for securing existing buildings during excavation work. Currently, the most commonly used temporary support system is the steel prop system with push–pull props, which features rapid assembly and disassembly, as well as high prefabrication. Studies have shown that, during the excavation process of foundation pit engineering, different deformation patterns and impact rules on adjacent existing roads are observed depending on the support method, excavation depth, and geological conditions [18,19].

In summary, vacuum preloading and excavation often lead to the reduced stability of surrounding structures. The excavation depth of the foundation pit is generally recognized as a pivotal factor influencing the stability of surrounding structures [20]. Scholars have conducted extensive research on various projects and conditions in this field [21,22], and the research results indicate that the excavation position of the foundation pit [23], excavation sequence [24], excavation rate [25], and support method [26] all play important roles in the stability of excavation. Although some progress has been made in studying the impact of the surrounding environment on existing composite ground [27,28] and proposing corresponding countermeasures, most studies focus on relatively conventional site conditions. In the case of deep soft soil areas utilizing suspended pile structures, further investigation is necessary to comprehend the adverse effects of excavation on composite ground with plain concrete piles in soft soil areas, as well as to explore preventive measures. However, existing theories lack comprehensive research on this issue. Therefore, a detailed study is required to examine the impact of excavation on the composite ground with plain concrete piles, aiming to develop theoretical approaches for controlling
deformation in the composite ground and minimizing the effects of foundation pits, ensuring the normal functioning of road surfaces.

This study investigates the composite foundation of plain concrete piles in the excavation project of a coastal plain in Zhuhai City. It focuses on analyzing the deformation and mechanical characteristics of the composite foundation under the influence of vacuum preloading and excavation. To address the specific soft soil conditions in the coastal area, parameters fitting Zhuhai’s soft soil characteristics were calibrated through experiments including a resonant column and triaxial consolidation drainage shear. Subsequently, a numerical model with an excellent fit and reliability was established using the finite element analysis software PLAXIS 2D Ultimate 21.01.00.479. The analysis considered various factors, including vacuum preloading pressure, preloading duration, excavation slope ratio, excavation rate, and support setting depth. The study delves into the mechanical response and displacement variation mechanisms of the composite foundation’s piles under different conditions. Furthermore, it predicts and assesses the safety of the composite foundation under the influence of vacuum preloading and excavation. The findings offer valuable guidance for the design, construction, and management of excavation projects in soft soil areas, providing new theoretical insights and references for the study of composite foundation performance in such environments.

2. Project Overview

As a coastal city, Zhuhai has an extensive distribution of coastal sedimentary soft soil, which accounts for approximately 50% to 60% of the total land area of Zhuhai. Figure 1 shows the geographical location of the research portfolio project, located in Danfeng Road, Bailong River Tail Scenic Area, Aviation Industrial Park, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City, Guangdong Province, China.

According to the investigation data, the second phase of the Aviation Industrial Park is located in a typical soft soil zone. The average thickness of the fill soft soil on the surface exceeds 4 m, while the average thickness of silt and silty clay soft soil exceeds 25 m. The
soil in this section has a low bearing capacity, high compressibility, and high moisture content, and, generally, does not meet the requirements for road construction. Ensuring an adequate subgrade bearing capacity for road construction and usage, and preventing excessive post-construction settlement or differential settlement, necessitates the treatment of such soft soil foundations.

Danfeng Road is close to the main drainage channel, and the composite foundation treatment range extends beyond the sidewalk line of Danfeng Road, adjacent to the drainage channel. According to the plan, the completion of the drainage channel takes precedence to guarantee the safety and stability of the main drainage infrastructure. Therefore, the entire section of Danfeng Road adopts composite plain concrete piles for the treatment of the soft foundation. However, owing to the considerable depth of soft soil, the piles are predominantly in a suspended state, giving rise to diverse challenges in the composite foundation of plain concrete piles in the present project. For example, serious cracking and soil erosion occurred on the road surface after the treatment of the foundation in the extremely soft and deep soil area during site development. There were even cases of fractures in the subgrade plain concrete piles, resulting in an excessive settlement of the road surface. Figure 2a shows an example of the fracture of the plain concrete piles due to environmental impacts in a certain project, and Figure 2b shows the cracking of the completed road surface caused by the excavation of a roadside foundation pit. Figure 2c shows the on-site image of dewatering during the excavation of the foundation pit on Danfeng Road. The excavation of the foundation pit has resulted in the partial fracture of the plain concrete pile group adjacent to the foundation pit. As a result, these piles have lost their initial bearing capacity, highlighting significant environmental disturbance and the insufficient strength of the pile.

Figure 2. Construction site images: (a) example of the fracture of plain concrete piles, (b) road surface cracking, (c) site photo of dewatering during the excavation of Danfeng Fourth Road foundation pit.
The characteristics of the pile–soil system in the composite foundation are closely related to the external loads applied during the foundation treatment [29]. Concrete piles are prone to brittle fracture. Activities such as vacuum preloading and foundation pit excavation can cause significant deformation of the road foundation, which may lead to the fracturing of the composite foundation piles, posing a serious threat to the safety and stability of the road [30]. In this research, a numerical calculation model is established based on the excavation of the foundation pit on Danfeng Road to evaluate the impact of foundation pit excavation on the composite foundation of plain concrete piles.

3. Numerical Analysis Model

3.1. Basic Information of Numerical Model

To investigate the impact of foundation pit excavation on the performance of the composite foundation of plain concrete piles, a study utilizing the finite element software PLAXIS2D was conducted on a representative cross-section in the research area. The soil layer data from the DFS5 borehole in the Danfeng Road section, as illustrated in Figure 3a, were employed to simulate the soil layers, based on the plan layout of survey points and borehole logs acquired from the engineering geological survey data. From the available borehole data, the soil layer distribution in the site mainly consists of artificial fill layers, Quaternary marine-land transitional sediment layers, residual layers, Yanshanian Phase III, weathered granite layers, and Devonian sandstone-weathered layers. Soft soils such as silt and silty clay are widely distributed and have a significant depth within the site, exhibiting poor engineering properties. A typical engineering geological profile is shown in Figure 3b.

3.2. Model Size and Boundary Conditions

The specific model and grid division are shown in Figure 4. Due to the favorable stiffness exhibited by the sandy clay layer and the limited impact of granite layers in the lower stratum on the model’s deformation, the modeling process designated the sandy
clay layer as the base layer. The upper soil layer was, consequently, employed as the representative modeling soil layer. There are four layers of the soil layer in this area, from top to bottom, including plain fill (3.47−1.43 m), silt (−1.43−18.23 m), mucky soil (−18.23−27.33 m), and sandy clay (−27.33−30.13 m). The total length of the model in the x direction is 140 m, and 33.6 m in the y direction. The bottom of sandy clay is taken as the bottom boundary of the model in the vertical direction. As shown in Figure 4, the 21 plain concrete piles are numbered sequentially from Pile 1, which is closest to the excavation pit, to Pile 21, which is furthest away from the excavation pit. The model is divided into 9614 triangular element grids, with 79,602 nodes in total, and the grids of the composite foundation are densified. The scope is indicated by the red box in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Finite element model and mesh generation.

3.3. Simulation Procedures

The engineering project adopts a triangular pattern for the placement of plain concrete piles, with a spacing of 1.6 m between piles. The cross-sectional view of the standard treatment of the composite foundation using plain concrete piles is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Top view of the standard cross-section of the foundation.

The plain concrete pile group is simulated as embedded beam–column pile elements within PLAXIS. The embedded beam–column structure elements simplify the simulation of piles in the out-of-plane direction in the two-dimensional strain model, where piles and soil elements are connected through special interface elements in the out-of-plane direction. In three-dimensional space, the pile group is distributed in a plum blossom pattern, comprising 21 piles uniformly spaced in the plane, with a total width of 30 m. Each pile has a diameter of 0.4 m and a length of 25 m. The tops of the piles align with the top of the natural fill layer, while their bottoms are positioned in the middle of the silty clay layer. The piles are kept in a suspended state, without penetrating the soft soil layer, accurately reflecting the real conditions. To facilitate the selection of sections in the PLAXIS 2D model, the original plum blossom arrangement of piles is transformed into a rectangular layout using the modulus simplification method. Specifically, the equilateral triangular pile group, arranged with a spacing of $S = 1.6$ m in an interleaved pattern, is transformed into
a square pile group, with equal displacement rates based on the principle of uniform displacement (Figure 6). The transformation equation is expressed as follows:

\[
    m = \frac{\pi d^2}{4l^2} = \frac{\pi d^2}{2\sqrt{3}S^2}
\]

where \( m \) represents the area displacement ratio, \( d \) represents the diameter of the plain concrete piles, \( S \) represents the actual spacing between the piles, and \( l \) represents the spacing when the piles are arranged in a square pattern. By solving the equation, the spacing after transforming to a square pattern is determined to be \( l = 1.5 \) m.

![Figure 6. Arrangement diagram of the pile group in a square pattern.](image)

3.4. Boundary Conditions of Numerical Model

The accuracy and validity of the simulation results are intricately tied to the careful selection of the boundary conditions. Considering the soil conditions and the surrounding environment of the project, the numerical model establishes displacement and seepage boundaries as follows (Figure 7):

![Figure 7. Numerical simulation model boundary conditions.](image)

(1) Displacement boundary: The bottom boundary is fixed and constrained in all directions. The left and right boundaries are horizontally constrained. The top boundary is set as a free boundary, allowing for movement.

(2) Seepage boundary conditions: The right boundary of the model area allows seepage, while the other three boundaries are designated as impermeable. These specified
boundary conditions ensure a realistic representation of the model, accounting for its interaction with the environment, and considering both soil behavior and hydraulic conditions.

3.5. Numerical Model Material Parameters

The embedded pile element in PLAXIS 2D is used to simulate the plain concrete pile, and the parameter settings [31] for the embedded beam unit are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Pile parameters used in the simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$ (kN·m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity $\gamma$ (kN·m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter $D$ (m)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile section area $A$ (m²)</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia $I$ (m⁴)</td>
<td>$1.26 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum side friction (Upper part) $F_{\text{max}}$ (kN·m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum side friction (Lower part) $F_{\text{max}}$ (kN·m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pile tip reaction force $F_{\text{max}}$ (kN)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model consists of four soil layers, where the fill soil layer is modeled using the Mohr–Coulomb (M-C) model, and the silt and silty clay soft soil layers are modeled using the small strain stiffness (HSS) model. In this model, the flow potential of the yield surface is intricately tied to the adopted constitutive models. The HSS model optionally uses a Matsuoka–Nakai yield surface and criterion instead of the original HS model’s Mohr–Coulomb criterion. In the HSS model, the non-associated Mohr–Coulomb potential is replaced by a Drucker–Prager potential. While the cap-type yield function remains unchanged, its potential is adjusted to the new deviatoric flow of the cone-type yield surface. The HSS model considers the small strain stiffness of the soil and accurately reflects the deformation and mechanical behavior of the soil in the construction zone under small strain conditions ($10^{-4}$ to $10^{-3}$). The sand-clay retaining walls, including the sheet pile wall and cement retaining wall, are modeled using the hardening soil (HS) model. To obtain the required parameters for the HSS model, previous laboratory tests such as resonant column tests, triaxial consolidated drained shear tests, and triaxial consolidated undrained shear tests were conducted to obtain a set of HSS model parameters that are suitable for the soft soil in Zhuhai. The parameters for other structures, such as the cohesive soil isolation wall and cemented soil supporting wall, were determined based on empirical values. A summary of the material parameters is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Soil and structural parameters used in numerical simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Name</th>
<th>Material Model</th>
<th>$\gamma_{\text{unsat}}$ (kN/m⁴)</th>
<th>$\gamma_{\text{sat}}$ (kN/m⁴)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{mod}}^\text{sat}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{mod}}^\text{unsat}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{sat}}^\text{sat}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{sat}}^\text{unsat}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$c'$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$q'$ (°)</th>
<th>$k$ (m/d)</th>
<th>$G_{\text{sat}}^\text{sat}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\gamma_{\text{sat}}^{0.7}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain fill</td>
<td>M-C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$0.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$16 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucky soil</td>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$20 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>$4.32 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy clay</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>$4.32 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$30.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>$4.32 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation wall</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$0.43 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement retaining wall</td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>$0.86 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The parameters in the table, from left to right, are: unsaturated gravity $\gamma_{\text{unsat}}$, saturated gravity $\gamma_{\text{sat}}$, secant stiffness of standard triaxial drainage test $E_{\text{mod}}^\text{sat}$, tangent stiffness of confined compression test $E_{\text{mod}}^\text{unsat}$, unloading and reloading stiffness $E_{\text{sat}}^\text{sat}$, stress-related power index of stiffness $m$, effective
cohesion $c'$, effective friction angle $\varphi'$, permeability coefficient $k$, and shear strain $\gamma_0$ corresponding to the attenuation of shear modulus to 70% of initial shear modulus.

The simulation procedures are primarily divided into two stages: vacuum preloading and excavation of the foundation pit. In the vacuum preloading phase, a variable study was conducted on two factors: preloading pressure and preloading duration, as indicated in Table 3. In the excavation phase, a variable study was conducted on three factors: slope ratio of the excavation, excavation cycle, and depth of the pre-retaining pile wall, as indicated in Table 4. The proposed construction conditions for the standard simulation scenario are based on the data provided by the project, using the following parameters: pre-loading pressure of 80 kPa, preloading duration of 120 days, slope ratio of 3:6 for excavation, excavation cycle of 30 days, and pre-retaining pile wall depth of 12 m. These parameters were considered as the standard construction conditions for the simulation.

In the forthcoming analysis, the feasibility of the simulation results are validated, and an initial analysis is provided based on the standard simulation scenario.

Table 3. Simulated scenarios for vacuum preloading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Vacuum Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Vacuum Duration (Day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P60-T120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P70-T120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P80-T120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P90-T120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P80-T60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P80-T90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P80-T150</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Excavation scenarios for the construction pit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Excavation Duration (Day)</th>
<th>Ratio of Slope</th>
<th>Front Retaining Pile Wall Depth (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T10-S3/6-D8.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T20-S3/6-D8.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/6-D8.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T60-S3/6-D8.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T90-S3/6-D8.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/5-D8.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/7-D8.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/7-D6.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/6-D10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T30-S3/6-D12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3:6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the standard working condition (T30-S3/6-D8.0), the entire simulation process is outlined in six steps:

(a) Balance the ground stress: the calculation type is $K_0$ consolidation, and the calculation type of pore water pressure uses the groundwater level to generate the initial stress field.

(b) For the active concrete pile, the calculation type is the plastic calculation, and the calculation type of pore pressure uses the water table; the purpose of this step is to generate a plain concrete pile composite foundation.

(c) Vacuum preloading: activate the vertical drainage line and set its pressure to $-80$ kPa. The calculation type uses a fluid–structure coupling calculation, and the time interval is 120 days; this step aims to simulate the vacuum preloading process in the actual project.
(d) For the first excavation of the foundation pit, the calculation type used fluid–structure coupling, and the time interval was 10 days. The scope of the excavation is the filling from the surface to the initial groundwater level of −1 m. During excavation, a separation wall is generated, and shotcrete with mesh is activated for the excavated slope.

(e) For the second excavation of the foundation pit, the calculation type is fluid–structure coupling, and the time interval is 10 days. The excavation range is the thickness (~1 m−3 m) of the remaining fill layer within the scope of the foundation pit. Activate the mesh shotcrete of the excavated slope.

(f) For the third excavation of the foundation pit, the calculation type is fluid–structure coupling, and the time interval is 10 days. The excavation range is from the top of the sludge layer to the bottom of the designed excavation foundation pit (~3 m−4 m). Activate the mesh shotcrete of the excavated slope.

3.6. Simulation Results of Standard Working Conditions

3.6.1. Comparison with Field Monitoring Data

To validate the reliability of the numerical simulation, the continuous monitoring of horizontal and vertical displacements was conducted on specific points located outside the foundation pit during the actual excavation process. This monitoring aimed to capture the time history curves of the horizontal and vertical displacements for these points. The layout of the monitoring points is illustrated in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Layout of monitoring points.](image)

The reliability of the model is intended to be verified by comparing the deformation values at actual monitoring points with the corresponding simulated values in the numerical simulation model. In Figure 9a, a time history curve comparison is presented for the horizontal displacement of Pile 1 in the numerical simulation results against the horizontal displacement of monitoring point SP2-1, located near the subgrade edge at the side of the foundation pit in Figure 8, during the excavation of the foundation pit. Similarly, Figure 9b illustrates the temporal evolution of vertical displacements for Pile 1 and monitoring point CJ2-1 in response to the foundation pit excavation. The figure clearly demonstrates the excellent agreement between the monitored and simulated values of the horizontal displacement, with negligible deviations. Although the vertical displacement monitoring values exceed the simulation values, their overall trends remain consistent. This discrepancy between the simulated results and monitoring data may arise from the...
model’s exclusive focus on specific soil layers composed of sandy clay and above, potentially resulting in an incomplete representation of overall vertical deformation. Furthermore, practical engineering scenarios introduce variables like uneven soil distribution and varying effects from the group pile behavior, influencing the precision of vertical displacement predictions and yielding a comparatively diminished accuracy. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that, despite these challenges, the trends of vertical displacements in both cases remain overall consistent, suggesting that the model retains commendable fitting capabilities.

Figure 9. Monitoring data and simulation results comparison: (a) Pile 1 horizontal displacement simulation results compared with monitoring point SP2-1; (b) Pile 1 vertical displacement simulation results compared with monitoring point CJ2-1.

3.6.2. Pile Bending Moment

According to the engineering data, the plain concrete piles are constructed using grade 42.5 ordinary Portland cement. The diameter of the piles is 40 cm, arranged in an equilateral triangle pattern with a spacing of 1.6 m. The cement strength of the pile body is C15, as shown in Figure 5. The flexural capacity of the plain concrete piles can be calculated using the expression $M = \sigma I_z / y$, where $\sigma$ is the standard value of axial tensile strength, $I_z$ is the moment of inertia of the section, and $y$ is the distance from the neutral axis to the calculated section distance. Therefore, using Equation (2), the ultimate flexural strength of the plain concrete is calculated as:

$$M_u = \frac{\sigma I_z}{y} = \frac{1.27 \times \pi \times 400^3}{32} = 7.98 \text{kN} \cdot \text{m}$$

The bending moment results under standard working conditions are shown in Figure 10, which shows that the pile bending moment is mainly distributed on the piles on both sides of the pile group. In the following, Pile 1 is selected as the main research and analysis object to explore the impact of foundation pit excavation and vacuum preloading on the pile under various working conditions.
Figure 10. Bending moment of Piles 1 to 21 under standard conditions: (a) Pile 1–5, (b) Pile 6–11, (c) Pile 12–16, (d) Pile 17–21.

The study additionally conducted a comparison of the simulation results between PLAXIS 3D and 2D, revealing minor differences in internal forces and deformations, as shown in Figure 11. To mitigate the potential computational expense associated with 3D models, the 2D models were adopted for subsequent analyses.
Figure 11. Comparison of simulation results between 3D and 2D models in terms of (a) horizontal displacement, (b) vertical displacement, and (c) pile bending moment.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Vacuum Preloading

In the project where vacuum preloading is applied to a plain concrete composite foundation, serious crack failure has occurred. To understand the crack development pattern under vacuum preloading, the displacement of piles is compared and analyzed under different vacuum pressures and durations.

4.1.1. Effect of Vacuum Pressure

In practical applications, vacuum pressure often decreases with depth and, typically, remains below 80 kPa. A vacuum pressure of around 80 kPa is commonly utilized in vacuum preloading construction, yielding significant drainage effects. However, this considered project in Zhuhai, China, has already adopted 80 kPa as the construction pressure. In order to investigate whether increasing the pressure will exacerbate foundation deformation, we set 80 kPa as the intermediate condition and established four sets of conditions at 60, 70, 80, and 90 kPa to analyze the effects of vacuum preloading. According to the information provided by the project, the vacuum pre-pressure is considered acceptable as long as it remains below 100 kPa.

Displacement and Force Changes under Different Vacuum Pressures

The displacement changes of the No. 1 pile under different vacuum pressures are shown in Figure 12. Figure 12a shows that, in the vacuum preloading stage, the No. 1 pile body tilts to the side of the foundation pit so that the displacement at the top of the pile body has a more obvious development. In the process of the vacuum pressure increasing from 60 kPa to 90 kPa, the displacement of the No. 1 pile increases sharply, and the horizontal displacement of the pile top increases from about 0.015 m to 0.023 m. This shows that the vacuum pressure plays an important role in the influence of vacuum preloading on the horizontal displacement of the pile. From the vertical displacement of Figure 12b,
the vertical displacement of the pile is almost the same, and the vertical displacement of the pile changes little.

![Figure 12](image12.png)

**Figure 12.** The displacement of the No. 1 pile under different vacuum pressures: (a) Horizontal displacement, (b) Vertical displacement.

Figure 13 shows the maximum displacement of the No. 1 pile under different vacuum pressures. When the vacuum pressure increases from 60 kPa to 90 kPa, the minimum horizontal displacement (absolute value) of the No. 1 pile increases by 25.6%, 13.3%, and 25.6%, respectively. The maximum vertical displacement does not change more than 50%. Figure 13 shows the change in the maximum value of the vacuum pressure from 60 kPa to 90 kPa. The maximum value of the horizontal displacement of the No. 1 pile is almost unchanged, while the minimum value (absolute value) increases, almost linearly related to the vacuum pressure. The vertical displacement of the pile fluctuates; however, the change is small.

![Figure 13](image13.png)

**Figure 13.** The maximum displacement of No. 1 pile under different vacuum pressures.

Figure 14 illustrates the distribution of pore pressure under different vacuum pressures. As the vacuum pressure increases, the pore pressure distribution within the foundation pit consistently extends downward, and the consolidation effect becomes more...
prominent. Following PVD treatment in this model, there is a distinct decrease in the water level and pore pressure at the excavation site. Conversely, the soil moisture content remains at a relatively high level in the embankment adjacent to the excavation site, with groundwater seeping toward the excavation site from the plain concrete pile group.

Figure 14. Pore pressure distribution under different vacuum pressures.

Figure 15 illustrates the variations in the maximum internal forces of pile No. 1 at different vacuum pressures. As the vacuum pressure increases, the maximum shear force of pile No. 1 consistently increases. The curve depicting the maximum bending moment of the pile demonstrates a notable surge as the vacuum pressure reaches 70 kPa. However, subsequent increases in the vacuum pressure do not result in significant changes to the maximum bending moment. This suggests that, as long as the desired vacuum level is met, a design pressure difference of 70 kPa is adequate to fulfill the requirements.
4.1.2. Effect of Vacuum Time

Regarding the vacuum preloading duration variable, the following analysis examines the simulation results of dewatering in excavations with a vacuum preloading pressure of 80 kPa and vacuum durations of 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, and 150 days.

Displacement and Force Changes under Different Vacuum Durations

The displacement changes of the No. 1 pile under different vacuum durations are shown in Figure 16. From the results in Figure 16a, the No. 1 pile body tilts to the side of the foundation pit, resulting in a more pronounced displacement at the top of the pile body. As the vacuum duration is increased from 60 days to 150 days, the displacement of the No. 1 pile has increased significantly, and the horizontal displacement of the pile top has increased from about 0.03 m to 0.045 m, representing a 50% increase. This shows that the vacuum duration also has a great influence on the horizontal displacement of the pile in vacuum preloading. Figure 16b shows that the vertical displacement also increases obviously with the increase in vacuum time, as the vertical displacement rises from 0.011 m to 0.023 m, reflecting an increase of over 100%.

Figure 15. The extreme values of the internal forces of pile No. 1 under different vacuum pressures.

Figure 16. The displacement of the No. 1 pile under different vacuum durations: (a) horizontal displacement; (b) vertical displacement.
In Figure 17, the maximum displacement of pile No. 1 is presented under varying vacuum durations. The foremost influence is observed in the minimum horizontal displacement, which consistently increases by 22.58%, 38.71%, and 48.39% with the progressive extension of vacuum duration. Conversely, due to the limited vertical deformation of the pile, the maximum and minimum values of the vertical displacement remain largely identical. However, a substantial increase is evident with prolonged vacuum duration, where the maximum vertical displacement rises by 36.36%, 72.73%, and 109.09%, respectively.

Figure 17 illustrates the variations of the maximum internal forces of pile No. 1 under different vacuum durations. As the vacuum duration increases, both the maximum shear force and the maximum bending moment of pile No. 1 exhibit a gradual upward trend, while the minimum values (absolute values) continue to fluctuate.

Figure 18. The extreme values of internal forces of pile No. 1 under different vacuum durations.

4.2. Excavation of Foundation Pit

The excavation stage of a foundation pit is frequently the primary factor contributing to decreased stability in surrounding structures. Consequently, this study endeavors to explore the impacts of various factors, including the excavation slope ratio, excavation
cycle, and the depth of the retaining pile wall embedding, on the composite ground of unreinforced concrete from multiple perspectives during the excavation stage.

4.2.1. Influence Analysis of Different Slope Ratio

Slope excavation is a commonly employed technique to mitigate the impact of foundation pit excavation on surrounding structures. Altering the slope ratio of the excavation can effectively modify its effects on nearby buildings. The choice of an appropriate slope ratio is crucial for ensuring the protection and reinforcement of engineering facilities. This section provides a comprehensive analysis of the influence of the slope ratio on the foundation pit, examining the operational conditions associated with different slope ratios.

For the excavation slope ratio, three groups of working conditions were set with an excavation duration of 30 days, a retaining pile wall embedding depth of 8 m, and slope ratios of 3:5, 3:6, and 3:7. The following analysis compares and analyzes the pile forces and deformations of the composite ground under these three working conditions.

Internal Force Variation under Different Slope Ratios

Figure 19 illustrates the shear force and bending moment of pile No. 1 under various slope ratios. The figure indicates that the change in slope ratio has minimal impact on the internal forces of pile No. 1. Across the three slope ratios, the shear force of pile No. 1 remains nearly constant, while the bending moment tends to decrease, particularly in the upper part of the pile, with a reduction in slope ratio.

Table 5 presents the maximum and minimum shear forces of pile No. 1 for various slope ratios. The data reveals that, as the slope ratio decreases, the maximum shear force of pile No. 1 exhibits an increase of 12.06% and 17.55%, corresponding to values of 5.64 kN and 6.63 kN, respectively. Conversely, the minimum shear force (absolute value) shows a continuous decrease from 4.69 kN to 4.40 kN, reflecting a reduction of 3.84% and 6.18%, respectively.

Table 5. The maximum internal force of No. 1 pile under different slope ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading ratio</th>
<th>3:5</th>
<th>3:6</th>
<th>3:7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum shear force (kN)</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum shear force (kN)</td>
<td>−4.69</td>
<td>−4.51</td>
<td>−4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum bending moment (kN·m)</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum bending moment (kN·m)</td>
<td>−5.84</td>
<td>−5.48</td>
<td>−5.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19. The internal force of the No. 1 pile under different slope ratios: (a) shear force; (b) bending moment.
According to Table 5, the maximum and minimum bending moments of pile No. 1 vary with different slope ratios. As the slope ratio increases, the maximum bending moment of pile No. 1 experiences an increase of 9.81% and 15.63%, compared to the 3:5 slope ratio. Notably, at a slope ratio of 3:7, the bending moment of pile No. 1 reaches 7.99 kN·m, surpassing the maximum bending moment tolerance for plain concrete. Consequently, under this slope ratio, there is a risk of fracture for pile No. 1. Conversely, the minimum bending moment (absolute value) demonstrates a decreasing trend, with reductions of 6.16% and 13.18%, respectively.

Displacement Changes under Different Slope Ratios

Similarly, Figure 20 depicts the horizontal and vertical displacements of pile No. 1 under various slope ratios, and the results align with the internal force curve. Different slope ratios exert a minimal impact on both horizontal and vertical displacements, mirroring real-world scenarios. Decreasing the slope ratio results in reduced soil disturbance, active earth pressure, and horizontal displacement of the pile. The vertical displacement experiences only a 5% increase when transitioning from a 3:5 to a 3:7 slope ratio.

4.2.2. Influence Analysis of Different Front Retaining Pile Wall Embedded Depths

Regarding the depth of retaining pile wall embedding, four groups of working conditions were simulated with an excavation duration of 30 days, a slope ratio of 3:6, and retaining pile wall embedding depths of 6 m, 8 m, 10 m, and 12 m. Based on the simulation results of these four working conditions, the following analysis compares and analyzes the variations in internal forces and displacements of the piles at different depths of retaining pile wall embedding.

Internal Force Analysis of Different Front Retaining Pile Wall Embedded Depths

The shear force of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall is shown in Figure 21a. As the depth of the front retaining pile wall increases, the shear curve in the upper section of the pile remains relatively consistent, while the maximum shear force value in the lower section progressively shifts downward. This phenomenon can be attributed to the constant actual excavation depth of the foundation pit, which results in minimal changes to the maximum shear force generated by the pile body. The deepening of the front retaining pile wall depth enhances the stability of the soil surrounding the pile along the depth direction, leading to a slight displacement of the extreme points in the internal force distribution of the pile body. As shown in Figure 21b, similarly,
the bending moment of the pile also exhibits a similar pattern to the shear force at different depths of the front retaining pile wall. The bending moment in the upper section remains relatively unchanged, while only the bending moment in the lower section experiences an offset. However, when considering the overall distribution, the shear force extreme points predominantly occur at depths from 0 to 5 m, while the bending moment extreme points are observed at depths from 2 to 4 m and 6 to 9 m.

Figure 21. The internal force of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall: (a) shear force; (b) bending moment.

Figure 22 illustrates the maximum internal forces of pile No. 1 under different depths of the front retaining pile wall. The diagram indicates that, with an increase in the depth of the front retaining pile wall, the shear force (absolute value) of pile No. 1 continuously decreases, while the bending moment increases to a certain extent, except for its minimum value (absolute value), and then decreases continuously. This observation signifies that the depth of the retaining pile wall effectively isolates the influence of the foundation pit excavation on the internal forces of plain concrete piles. In practical engineering, referring to the simulation results to increase the relevant reinforcement of the front retaining pile wall to reduce the influence of foundation pit excavation on plain concrete piles is necessary.

Figure 22. Maximum internal force of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall.
Displacement of Front Retaining Pile Wall at Different Depths

The horizontal displacement of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall is shown in Figure 23a. From the results in the diagram, the horizontal displacement curve of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall changes weakly, which is consistent with the internal force law analyzed before, that is, the actual excavation depth of the foundation pit does not change, and the increase in the depth of the front retaining pile wall only further improves the stability of the soil around the lower part of the pile on the original basis. The vertical displacement of the No. 1 pile is shown in Figure 23b. The front retaining pile wall depth increases from 10 m to 16 m, and the vertical displacement increases by about 10%.

![Graph showing horizontal and vertical displacement](image)

**Figure 23.** The displacement of the No. 1 pile under different depths of the front retaining pile wall: (a) horizontal displacement; (b) vertical displacement.

4.2.3. Influence Analysis of Different Excavation Periods

The excavation period is a crucial factor that demands careful consideration in foundation pit excavation. Altering the excavation period not only impacts the overall project schedule but also influences the stability of surrounding structures. A rapid excavation may lead to excessive disturbance to engineering facilities, while a slow pace can impede the entire schedule. Therefore, selecting a reasonable excavation period is essential. The forthcoming analysis delves into excavation periods of 10, 20, 30, 60, and 90 days, examining changes in internal forces and pile displacements to offer practical insights for engineering applications.

**Internal Force Variation under Different Excavation Periods**

Figure 24 displays the variations in the internal forces of plain concrete piles under different excavation periods. As the excavation period increases, the maximum shear force and bending moment exhibit a slight upward trend initially, followed by a subsequent decrease. On the other hand, the minimum value (absolute value) of the internal forces shows a consistent increase.

Figure 25 illustrates the maximum shear force of pile No. 1 under different excavation rates. As the excavation time extends, the maximum shear force initially exhibits a slight upward trend and, subsequently, decreases continuously. Specifically, from 10 days to 20 days, it increases by 3.1%. From 20 days to 30 days, there is almost no change. However, from 30 days to 90 days, the maximum shear force decreases by 6.38% and 13.68%, respectively. Conversely, the minimum shear force (absolute value) increases over time, with increments of 18%, 28.41%, 36.51%, and 43.96%, respectively.
In Figure 25, the maximum bending moment of pile No. 1 initially increases from 10 days to 20 days of excavation time but then decreases as the excavation time continues to extend. Compared to the initial stage, it experienced an increase of 5.14% and 3.87%, respectively, followed by a subsequent decrease of 0.34% and 8.28%. On the other hand, the minimum value (absolute value) of the bending moment shows a consistent increase with the increase in excavation time, with increments of 27.75%, 44.13%, 71.60%, and 84.93%, respectively. The changes in the maximum value of the bending moment are depicted in Figure 25.

Figure 24. The internal force of the No. 1 pile under different excavation periods: (a) shear force; (b) bending moment.

Figure 25. Maximum internal force of the No. 1 pile under different excavation periods.

Displacement Changes under Different Excavation Periods

In Figure 26a, the horizontal displacement under different excavation periods reveals that, as the excavation period deepens, the pile’s horizontal displacement curve gradually shifts towards the excavation side of the foundation pit, particularly at a depth from 5 to 8 m. The variation in the excavation rate has a minimal impact on the horizontal displacement of the pile. This can be attributed to the fact that the depth of the foundation pit remains unchanged, and an extended excavation period leads to soil consolidation effects, which, consequently, affect the horizontal displacement. This observation is further supported by the changing pattern of vertical displacement, as depicted in Figure 26b. The
vertical displacement of pile No. 1 exhibits significant changes with increasing excavation periods. This phenomenon primarily arises from the consolidation of the soil, which deepens the vertical settlement and subsequently drives the vertical displacement of the pile to further increase.

Figure 26. The displacement of the No. 1 pile under different excavation periods: (a) horizontal displacement; (b) vertical displacement.

The maximum and minimum displacement of the No. 1 pile under different excavation periods in Figure 27 shows that the horizontal displacement changes slightly and the vertical displacement increases only to a certain extent under different excavation rates. When the excavation period increases from 10 days to 90 days, the maximum (absolute value) of vertical displacement increases by 1.46%, 5.78%, 13.38%, and 20.35%, respectively, compared with the initial stage, while the minimum (absolute value) increases by 1.25%, 5.36%, 12.47%, and 19.04%, respectively, compared with the initial stage. The maximum value of the vertical displacement is similar to the change range of the minimum value, which corresponds to the fact that the pile does not deform in the vertical direction.

Figure 27. Maximum and minimum displacement changes of the No. 1 pile under different excavation periods.

4.3. Recommendations for Enhancing Composite Foundation Stability

The aforementioned study demonstrates that the vacuum pressure and duration during the vacuum preloading phase have a substantial impact on the composite foundation
of plain concrete piles. Consideration of actual conditions and engineering experience is crucial when determining the vacuum pressure difference and duration. During the excavation phase, numerical simulation results indicate that the slope ratio has a negligible effect on the composite foundation at the excavation depth, requiring only a brief treatment. The internal force of the plain concrete pile body undergoes significant changes during different excavation periods (i.e., excavation rate), primarily due to the dissipation of pore water pressure in the soil and soil consolidation. Setting the depth of the retaining pile wall can effectively mitigate the impact of the excavation. A comprehensive consideration of the actual conditions and cost implications is recommended when determining the depth of the retaining pile wall before any increase.

5. Conclusions

This study presents a modeling analysis of the potential effects of vacuum preloading and excavation stages on plain concrete pile composite foundations in practical engineering projects. Different scenarios were set up to investigate these effects, and the results were compared with actual monitoring data to validate the reliability of the model. Based on the results from the 2D model, the data obtained from simulating the vacuum preloading and excavation stages on plain concrete piles were organized and analyzed. The variations in internal forces and displacements of pile No. 1 under different scenarios were quantitatively analyzed. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The simulation results reveal that plain concrete piles experience significant internal forces on their sides, while the forces are relatively smaller in the middle. Additionally, the impact on the piles intensifies as they approach the side of the foundation pit.

(2) During the vacuum preloading stage, both the vacuum pressure and vacuum duration have a substantial impact. Specifically, the effect on the plain concrete pile composite foundation is positively correlated with both the vacuum pressure and vacuum duration. However, the influence of vacuum pressure is more pronounced compared to the vacuum duration. In other words, higher vacuum pressures tend to have a more significant effect on the composite foundation.

(3) Based on the analysis of the simulated working conditions, the internal forces and displacements of the piles exhibit minimal changes under different slope ratios. However, when considering various depths of the front retaining pile wall, the shear forces and bending moments of the piles decrease as the depth of the front retaining pile wall increases. The front retaining pile wall plays a significant role in isolating the impact of foundation pit excavation on plain concrete piles. Furthermore, different excavation periods have a noticeable effect on the internal forces of plain concrete piles, while the horizontal displacement remains relatively unaffected. However, the vertical displacement tends to increase as the excavation period extends.

This paper addresses the issue of potential reduction in the bearing capacity of composite foundation piles due to excavation in foundation pit engineering. It analyzes the developmental law of internal force and the displacement of composite foundation piles under various working conditions such as excavation and slope ratio, providing valuable insights for engineering construction. However, further elucidation of the extent of reinforcement failure of the pile body under different levels of displacement and internal force, as well as issues such as pile instability and fracture, is essential during the excavation process. Furthermore, there is a need for more in-depth research on the impact of single pile failure on the overall stability of the pile group and the variation in the overall bearing capacity of the composite foundation before and after instability.
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